dog hunter at NYC Maker Faire

After sponsoring San Mateo and Hannover, and attending Paris, Linino will be at the Maker Faire New York from Saturday, September 20, until Sunday, September 21. Makers coming to the big Apple will have the opportunity to see and explore directly the wide range of Linino modules dedicated to the Do It Yourself market at dog hunter’s booth EP40, Electronics Tent.

Zug, September 10, 2014 - After the excellent results obtained at the Maker Faire Bay Area, San Mateo, California, in May, and the success at the two summer European editions of the Maker Faire, Linino will be on site at the coming New York City Maker Faire, from Saturday, September 20 to Sunday, September 21, waiting for all the makers at dog hunter’s booth EP40, Electronics Tent.

The many makers who already know Linino’s solutions and those who’d like to get to know them on this occasion will be able to discover them here, at dog hunter’s space. And we are talking about a number of modules: Linino ONE, Linino DogLeash, Linino Chiwawa, Linino Freedog, Arduino Yun, and their accessories: Linino ONE’s accessories, the shields Lucky shield for ONE and Lucky shield for Yun, as dog hunter is currently the first Linino sponsor.

A dog hunter team will welcome visitors and explain them the features of the boards on show, through videos, slides and demos.

“We know that the World Maker Faire NYC is an extraordinary event.” declared Federico Musto, dog hunter’s CEO and President, “The Big Apple is the nerve center of every contemporary cultural revolution and the Maker Movement is setting the scene for a really great revolution. As a matter of fact, we are witnessing the evolution of human creativity thanks to a number of state-of-the-art tools provided by the modern technology. Therefore we are preparing our participation to the World NewYork Maker faire, with enthusiasm and curiosity”
Programme

“Together with staff available at the stand to show the features of the boards and accessories” explained moreover Mr. Musto “NYC Maker Faire visitors will have the opportunity to see closely the new LininoIO, and to set to know the very new and on show for the first time ever version of Lucky Shield and Digital IO Shield, our new tools for implementing your ideas!”

dog hunter
dog hunter is a company based in Zug (CH), in USA and Taiwan, specialized in the design and development of WiFi modules supported by Linino distribution for educational, hobby and industry.

Linino
Linino is a distribution based on OpenWRT with about 3000 package built and available. Linino provides a fully writable filesystem with package management with GPG signature.
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